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Day 3: Longing to Be Heard 

Daily Quick Reference Guide

Scripture Passage: Jonah 4

Scripture Focus: Jonah 4:2b  
“I knew that you are a gracious God and merciful, slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast love.” 

Theological Summary: Jonah is mad and tells God. God responds, but also God lets Jonah speak his mind. 
Jonah is reluctant to let go of hatred, but God reminds him that God has heard Jonah’s cries.

Today, campers will… 

• Acknowledge difficult emotions, like anger, grief, and anxiety, are normal.

• Find the freedom to share their feelings with God.

• Wrestle with their expectations of God’s movement in the world.    

• Learn that prayer connects us with God even in the midst of difficult emotions.  

DAILY ACTIVITIES
TITLE TYPE DESCRIPTION

Act It Out LEARN Learn the story through acting

Which Way PLAY Game to help us listen

Push Prayer PRAY LEARN God can hear all we need to say

Jonah’s Tree CREATE PRAY  Create a bookmark to help us pray

Are You Listening? PLAY LEARN Listen and guess

Helping Hear SERVE Sharing the news that God listens

Jump for Jonah PLAY LEARN Review the story with a game

Prayer Practice: Call and Response

Leader Notes: Campers may only have heard that Jonah didn’t obey God. This time we see Jonah as 
longing to be heard by God, and God longing for Jonah to listen as well. Remind campers that there’s 
more to the story than the fish. God longs to talk, and to listen to us no matter what. 

Prayer: Dear God, we love you. Thank you for always hearing us, no matter if we are happy, or sad, angry 
or peaceful. Help us to remember we can always talk to you. 

YOUNGER CHILDREN
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Daily Activities

Act It Out    LEARN 

Why: Campers will explore the story of Jonah by 
role playing.

Supplies: Jonah Story handout (p. 46), Bible

How: Retell the story of Jonah for the campers. 
Remind campers that God listened to Jonah, even 
though God’s directions to Jonah didn’t change. 
Assign roles to willing campers: Jonah, sailors, 
whale/fish, Nineveh, tree. A counselor should be 
the role of narrator/God. Retell the story using 
the handout. Campers should act out the story 
without using words. Repeat so that other campers 
may have a role if needed. 

BTW:  Have campers repeat the skit for other 
groups of campers. If props are available, allow 
campers to use props to help show action/
location. 

Which Way           PLAY

Why: Campers will play a game about listening 
and speaking.

Supplies: Two balls

How: Have campers form a circle. Hand one 
camper a ball and ask that camper to hand the 
ball to the person on their left saying “God 
Hears.” Campers should pass the ball quickly to 
one another. Once it has gone around once, add 
a second ball passed to the right with the phrase 
“We listen.” Encourage the campers to pass the 
balls as quickly as they can. Randomly reverse the 
directions of the balls. After the game, ask what 
was hard or easy about the game. Why was it 
important to listen as well as to speak? 

BTW:  Add more balls or additional phrases to 
make the game harder. You might even move the 
group into a “figure 8” shape if you have enough 
people.

Push Prayer       PRAY LEARN 

Why: Campers will learn that God hears all 
prayers. 

Supplies: Construction paper, pencils, tape, 
8.5-inch x 11-inch paper cut into six or eight 
rectangles per camper

How: Have each camper roll a piece of 
construction paper into a tube and tape it shut. 
On smaller pieces of paper, ask them to write one 
prayer for each of these categories: something 
they are thankful for, something they are sorry 
for, something they want for other people, 
something they want for themselves, something 
they are happy about, and something that makes 
them mad. Ask the campers to roll the prayers all 
together and push them into their tubes. Point 
out that all the prayers fit in the tube, no matter 
what kind of prayer it is: “happy” or “sad.” God 
hears all the prayers. Once they all have their 
tubes filled, invite them to hold them to their 
mouths like a megaphone and shout through 
them, “God, hear our prayers!” 

BTW: Challenge campers to come up with other 
things they might pray about as a community. 
Campers could make a group tube out of a 
larger piece of paper and put prayers in for the 
remaining days. 

Jonah’s Tree       CREATE PRAY

Why: Campers will create a visual reminder of 
God’s hearing our prayers.

Supplies: Brown cardstock cut in half lengthwise 
(one half-sheet per camper), two green chenille 
stems cut in four pieces per camper, four green 
paper leaf shapes per camper, one dark marker per 
camper, hole punch 

How: Prior to making the craft, cut out leaf shapes 
and punch a hole at each end. Have each camper 
take a long piece of brown paper and write “God 
listens when I am….” Punch four holes at the 
top of the paper. Have each camper take four 
leaf shapes and write one word on each leaf: 
happy, sad, mad, thankful. For each leaf, have the 
campers thread a chenille stem through the holes 
at the top and bottom. Then thread the chenille 
stems into the holes at the top of the brown paper 
and twist to secure. As a group, have each camper 
pray silently, touching each leaf and praying 
something that relates to that word. 
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BTW: Campers could make an additional prayer 
leaf to share with someone else in camp as a 
prayer partner. 

Are You Listening?   PLAY LEARN

Why: Listening helps us to make the right choice.

Supplies: Small pieces of paper with the names 
of things that make noise (animals, machines, 
musical instruments, etc.)

How: In advance, write things that make noise 
on small slips of paper. Have enough for each 
camper to receive one sound. Divide campers into 
pairs. Each camper should pick a piece of paper 
and keep it hidden. Without saying the name of 
the item, campers should make or describe the 
sound the item makes. The other camper should 
try to guess what the item is. Then reverse roles. If 
sound doesn’t work, campers can give hints about 
color or size. If reading is an issue, use stickers or 
drawings of items. Ask the campers what was easy 
and what was hard. How do they think listening 
carefully helped? Explain that God listens 
carefully to us, and we need to listen carefully to 
God. 

BTW: This could also be a group game when you 
have time in between activities. Consider allowing 
campers to take turns leading the guessing. 

Helping Hear   SERVE 

Why: Campers will share the message of God’s 
hearing to others.

Supplies: Paper, crayons, markers, stickers 

How: Ask campers to take paper and make a 
card that says “God hears your prayer” or some 
similar message. They can decorate the cards 
using stickers, drawings, etc. Campers should find 
a counselor, camper from a different group, staff 
worker, or other camp participant to give the card 
to as a reminder that God hears us and that we are 
to share that good news with others. 

BTW: If individual cards aren’t practical, make a 
large banner that could be displayed for all to see. 

Jump for Jonah   PLAY LEARN

Why: This is a great way to review the story, move 
bodies, and have fun while learning.

Supplies: none

How: Have campers line up in rows. Remind them 
of the story of Jonah. If a statement is true, they 
should jump up and down. If a statement is false, 
they should sit down. Call out a mix of true and 
false statements about the story, changing your 
volume and tone to encourage listening. End 
with “God listens to us!” and everyone should be 
jumping up and down. 

BTW: This makes a good time filler when waiting 
for meals or between other events at camp. You 
could expand this activity to include stories from 
earlier in the week, and add on more through 
the week to help campers retain what they have 
learned.

Story Resources
Jonah, The Movie (Lion’s Gate, 2002). Veggie Tales 

retelling of the Jonah story, which does a good 
job of connecting the story to choosing to do 
the right thing and teaching that God is always 
with us. 

Jonah’s Whale, by Eileen Spinelli (Eerdmans 
Books for Young Readers, 2012). The story 
from the perspective of the whale. The whale 
must listen to God to know when to rescue 
Jonah but also when to release him. 
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Story of Jonah

Jonah was a prophet, which means he was a person sent by God to deliver an important message to inspire 
other people. Sadly, Jonah was not a very good prophet. When God sent him to the city of Nineveh, Jonah 
hopped on a boat that was going the wrong way. It was not an accident. Jonah didn’t like the people in 
Nineveh, so he tried to take himself and his message from God as far from Nineveh as possible.

As the boat sailed on, Jonah took a nap. When a big storm came and rocked the boat and flooded the 
deck, Jonah just kept sleeping. Sailors woke him up and explained that the boat couldn’t take much more. 
Jonah told them the storm was his fault and told them to throw him overboard. The sailors did, and about 
that time a giant fish swam up and swallowed Jonah. 

Jonah went from asleep down in the ship to even deeper into the sea, riding in the belly of a big fish. 
Jonah had no idea where he was or where they were going. Jonah just knew he was scared. Jonah prayed 
to God, asking God to rescue him from this scary place. Jonah didn’t apologize for going the wrong way, 
or ignoring God, but simply prayed for rescue. 

God heard Jonah’s prayer but had not given up on sending Jonah to Nineveh, so guess where the big fish 
spat Jonah out? That’s right: on a shore close to Nineveh. Jonah got the hint and gave up on running 
away. Instead, Jonah did the worst job he could delivering God’s message. Jonah did not like Nineveh and 
did not want God to forgive them. Jonah wanted God to punish them for being mean. So Jonah barely got 
to the edge of the city and shouted, “God will punish you if you don’t change your ways!” 

Something amazing happened. People heard Jonah and shared his message with others. They shared it 
with leaders who shared the message with the king. The king believed the message and had a change of 
heart. He told everyone in Nineveh and all the kingdom around the great city to change their ways and 
focus on caring for others. Jonah did the worst job he could, but it still worked. God changed the hearts of 
Nineveh. 

Jonah was mad! Yes, he was a great success as a prophet and was mad about it. Jonah knew what was 
coming next. God forgave Nineveh. God forgave, but Jonah did not. Jonah still didn’t like them. They had 
been hurtful to his people for as long as anyone could remember. This one day did not change anything 
for Jonah, so he complained to God. 

Jonah complained so long he got tired and needed a rest. God kept listening while Jonah complained and 
grew a bush up over Jonah to shade him from the sun. Jonah kept complaining. God had been listening a 
long time and decided it was time for Jonah to learn a lesson. God sent a worm to eat the bottom of the 
bush, and it fell over. Jonah, of course, complained about losing the bush. 

God asked Jonah, “You are complaining about the bush? I created it and you did nothing to help.” Jonah 
sat and thought about it. God continued, “I created Nineveh too. They made mistakes but they are still 
part of my creation – my children. Should I do nothing to help them?” Jonah sat and thought about it. He 
sat, and sat, and sat as he thought.

I wonder what Jonah thought. I wonder what he did.
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OLDER CHILDREN

Daily Quick Reference Guide

Scripture Passage: Jonah 4

Scripture Focus:  Jonah 4:1–2a 
But this was very displeasing to Jonah, and he became angry. He prayed to the Lord.

Theological Summary: God can handle all of our emotions, even the difficult ones. 
Jonah won’t do what God asks him to do and runs from God. He is so stubborn; he is ready to die rather 
than give in. Although God rescues Jonah, Jonah drags his feet and whines. Despite his attitude, Jonah 
accomplishes his job but is angry about God’s mercy for others. God questions Jonah about his anger, 
leaving us with an open-ended story with no true closure. 

Today, campers will… 

• Acknowledge that difficult emotions, like anger, grief, and anxiety, are normal.

• Find the freedom to share their feelings with God.    

• Wrestle with their expectations of God’s movement in the world.    

• Learn that prayer connects us with God even in the midst of difficult emotions.

DAILY ACTIVITIES
TITLE TYPE DESCRIPTION

A Fishy Story LEARN  Jonah Mad Lib

Belly of the Whale Tag PLAY God seeking Jonah game

Words and More LEARN Exploring Jonah’s feelings

Sing It Out CREATE PRAY Singing difficult emotions to God

Motion Emotions  CREATE Partner storytelling

Making It Difficult LEARN PLAY Self-complicated relay race

Feeling Blue, You Too? CREATE SERVE Crafting cards for others

Jonah Launch CREATE PLAY  Launch Jonah along game

Prayer Practice: Call and Response

Leader Notes: There is a lot of humor in the story of Jonah but also many difficult emotions. Some 
campers may struggle with how to express anger, anxiety, or frustration appropriately, if at all. Assure them 
that these are normal emotions and that God can handle hearing about them.

Prayer: Dear God, sometimes I feel angry and frustrated. Help me to remember that you always love and 
protect me, even when it’s hard for me do what you want me to do. Amen.

Day 3: Longing to Be Heard 
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Daily Activities

A Fishy Story             LEARN

Why: To better understand the emotions in the 
Jonah story and God’s response.

Supplies: Fishy Story handout (p. 76), paper, 
pencils

How: Seat campers in a circle, each with a piece 
of paper and pencil. Call out each number and 
word prompt, and have the campers write their 
numbered responses. Count off the campers, 
assigning specific word prompt numbers to each 
camper. Have the leader read the story, pointing 
to the campers to call out their responses by 
number. Finish the story by reading Jonah 4. 
What are the similarities, what are the differences?

BTW: If you have time, consider letting campers 
share their full mad-lib with a partner or smaller 
group. 

Belly of the Whale Tag         PLAY

Why: To learn and reinforce the story of Jonah in 
an experiential and fun way.

Supplies: none

How: One camper is designated as “God” and 
another camper is chosen as “Jonah.” God must 
not know which player is designated as Jonah. 
God calls out “Jonah!” and all players except 
Jonah reply, “Nineveh!” Jonah replies, “No 
Thanks!” God uses the replies to try to identify 
and tag Jonah; Jonah moves among the other 
players, trying to avoid God. When God finally 
tags Jonah, then Jonah gets to be the next “God” 
and a new “Jonah” is chosen. If you have time, 
spend a few minutes discussing how players in 
the game avoided God’s knowing they were Jonah 
and how we might avoid talking to God, thinking 
about God, or other similar issues in our daily 
lives.

BTW: This game may also be played in a 
swimming pool or other body of water.

Words and More          LEARN

Why: Dive into the narrative between Jonah 
and God and find permission to claim our own 
feelings.

Supplies: Large piece of paper, markers

How: Make two columns on a large sheet of paper. 
Read Jonah 4 as a group and ask the campers 
to listen for different emotions. Put emotions 
that are named explicitly in the scripture in the 
left column. Add emotions that campers feel 
are present, even if not mentioned, in the right 
column. For example, Jonah wishes he were not 
alive, but the scripture doesn’t say “depression.” 
Invite the campers to talk about what Jonah 
might have been really feeling. Ask campers 
about how our biases towards other people can 
impact our emotions. If you have time, discuss 
how we use some emotions to cover up others. 
For example, Jonah was angry, but he hated the 
Ninevites, so his anger hid his other hurts and 
feelings. Once you have completed the lists, talk 
about how these emotions might feel if used in 
prayer. Consider different prayer settings such 
as public worship, camp, or personal devotions. 
Remind campers that God does not punish Jonah 
for his honest words or emotions, and that we are 
free to share our feelings with God.

BTW: To help campers better connect with all the 
emotions shared, you could try to match each one 
on the list with an appropriate event that might 
spark that emotion. For example, being bullied 
could lead to anger or feeling alone.

Sing It Out             CREATE PRAY

Why: Introduce the genre of “lament,” and 
remind campers that people have always turned to 
God with their most difficult emotions.

Supplies: Paper, pencils

How: Instruct campers to think of something that 
makes them angry, sad, or anxious. Explain that 
many Psalms in the Bible express these emotions 
and that people sang them to God or read them 
as poems. Together, read Psalm 44:17–26 from the 
Message Bible and ask the campers how they feel 
about someone speaking to God that way. Invite 
them to think about their own experiences with 
difficult emotions and write their own psalm of 
lament to God about problems they see. No one 
should be expected to share the details of their 
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psalm who does not wish to do so. If you have 
time, try to sing some of the lament poems to a 
simple tune. If campers struggle to write without 
some structure, you can reverse the process and 
provide a common tune like “Amazing Grace” or 
“Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star” and invite campers 
to write honest lyrics about feelings to replace the 
original.  

BTW:  You could also ask campers to brainstorm 
popular songs (secular or sacred) that could be 
considered a lament. A lot of rap and country 
music songs fit this genre. 

Motion Emotions         CREATE

Why: Invite campers to think about all the ways 
we express emotions, including using body 
language. 

Supplies: none

How: Have campers work in pairs, taking turns 
telling a story—it can be a familiar story or it can 
be made up. One person is the “mouth” who 
tells the story, seated with arms clasped behind 
them. The other person acts as the “arms and 
hands” for the mouth, sitting behind the speaker, 
but reaching their arms through to the front of 
the speaker’s body. The goal of the storytelling 
team is for both to work together as if they 
were one body. The hands should attempt to 
expressively match the mouth’s emotions. Props 
and accessories add to the fun. As the story is 
being told, call out different emotions and ask the 
storytelling pair to adapt accordingly.

BTW: Instead of the leader guiding the emotions, 
consider giving the campers in the audience cards 
with emotions written on them. As the mouth 
speaks, audience members in turn can hold up 
cards prompting a change in the emotion of the 
story. The mouth can see and respond, but the 
hands have to follow along based on how the 
mouth conveys the story. 

Making It Difficult             LEARN PLAY

Why: Help campers understand that we sometimes 
make a situation more complicated by our own 
desires. 

Supplies: Ping pong balls, spoons, buckets or 
baskets, other odds and ends from around camp

How: Divide campers into teams of three or four 
for a fun relay activity. Each team should have 
a ping pong ball, a spoon, and a bucket. For the 
first easy round, campers merely need to carry 
the ping pong ball on the spoon and drop it in 
the bucket. Each runner then picks up the ping 
pong ball and returns it to the next person in 
relay race fashion. For the next round, the goal 
is to make transferring the ping pong ball to the 
bucket as difficult as possible, using obstacles 
constructed from the various items around camp, 
or creating rules for themselves to make the task 
harder. Working in their teams, campers should 
set up as many obstacles as possible while still 
creating a path or process for getting the ping 
pong ball to the bucket. Let them compare who 
made the hardest path for themselves. Afterward, 
spend some time discussing ways we make things 
harder in our own life and how we might simplify 
things. Ask campers to think of examples where 
we make things harder and blame it on God. This 
might include enforcing rules that God didn’t give 
us or blaming God for things that are really our 
responsibility. Think about how you would answer 
these questions in advance so you can help by 
sharing some personal examples. 

BTW: You could invite campers from different 
teams to try one another’s more difficult path, or 
just have each explain them and take a vote on 
the most ridiculous obstacles created. Remember, 
the task must still be doable, even if complicated. 

Feeling Blue, You Too?         CREATE SERVE 

Why: Explore how different colors can reflect 
different emotions.

Supplies: Cardstock, crayons, markers

How: Explain to campers that certain colors 
evoke different emotions. Ask them what they 
think of when they see various colors. Typically, 
colors evoke or are associated with the following 
emotions: blue (sadness, loneliness); yellow (fun, 
happiness); green (tranquility, peace); red (love, 
anger); purple (creativity, mystery); orange (joy, 
optimism). But there is no wrong use of color! 
Invite campers to create cards for others at camp 
using an intentional color scheme. 
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BTW: You could reread the Jonah story and 
have campers hold up colors (crayons, markers, 
or paper) that match the emotions in the story, 
changing the color they hold up as the emotions 
of the characters shift.

Jonah Launch               CREATE PLAY

Why: Have fun remembering how God moved 
Jonah in unexpected ways.

Supplies: Party blowers that unfurl, unlined index 
cards, markers, tape, scissors, bucket or other 
target

How: Distribute three index cards per camper. 
Draw an outline of a whale on one card and use 
this to cut two cards simultaneously in this shape. 
Draw and cut out a small “Jonah” figure from the 
third card, sized approximately 3 to 4 inches tall. 
Decorate whales and Jonah figure. Use tape to 
secure whales on either side of the blower, being 
careful not to obstruct the blower from unfurling 
or the mouthpiece. Carefully unfurl the blower, 
place “Jonah” on the end, and allow it to re-roll. 
Play a game to see how far campers can project 
their “Jonah” figures when they blow on their 
blowers. You might also provide targets, such as a 
bucket or a designated spot labeled “Nineveh.”

BTW: This could also be done with a balloon 
launcher, slingshot, or straw with Q-tips. Have fun 
sending Jonah flying in the right direction! 

Story Resources
Inside Out (Pixar, 2015). The characters in this 

movie each represent the various emotions of 
a younger girl undergoing a major change. Of 
particular interest is the way her emotions are 
sometimes in conflict with one another, yet all 
are necessary to form the entirety of who she 
really is. 

The Color Monster: A Pop-Up Book of Feelings, 
by Anna Llenas (Sterling Children’s Books, 
20150. While this book is designed to help 
much younger children name emotions by 
associating them with a particular color, older 
kids will still enjoy the pop-up aspect and may 
be inspired in their own artwork.

My Favorite Color is Blue. Sometimes.: A Journey 
Through Loss with Art and Color, by Roger 
Hutchinson (Paraclete Press, 2017). For 
children who are experiencing grief or loss, this 
book explores these difficult emotions, pairing 
words with rich, deeply-colored images. 
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A Fishy Story

Instruct campers to write a specific word that corresponds to each of the following numbered word 
prompts. They should include the prompt number with their response word. 

Read aloud the following story, substituting the campers’ word responses by number. Use the same word 
consistently for each number, ex. say “Jane” in each spot marked [1].

God told a person named [1] to go to the city of [2] because the people who lived there had forgotten how 
to live like God wanted them to. But [1] didn’t want to go. [1] tried to hide from God by getting on a [3] 
that was headed to [4] instead. While [1] was on the [3] a great [5] began and the crew steering the [3] were 
very [6]. They threw all the boxes and suitcases off the [3]. Meanwhile, [1] was [7]. The Captain came to [1] 
and said, “Why are you [7]? All of my crew is very [6]! Call your God to make the [5] stop!”

[1] said, “It’s all my fault that there is a [5] because I tried to run away from God. Throw me off the [3] and 
the [5] will stop.” 

So they threw [1] into [8], and they heard a [9] and the [5] stopped. They believed and thanked God.

But [1] didn’t die in the [8]. God sent a large [10] to swallow [1] instead. [1] lived in the belly of the [10] for 
[11] of days and nights.

While [1] was there, [1] prayed “God, I was upset, and you let me fall into the [8] where the [12] were all 
around my [13]. I thought I would die, but you saved me. Thank you!”

Then the [10] spit [1] Up on [14]. God told [1] a second time to go to [2] and tell the people to be good. [2] 
was at least a [15] days’ walk across. [1] walked for only [16] days and yelled “Heh! People from [2]! You are 
in trouble because you don’t live like God wants you to!” Then [1] turned around and stomped off. But the 
King of [2] and all the people who lived there heard what [1] had to say and were sorry! They said “We will 
not eat, not [17] or [18], nor drink, [19] or any other drink, to show God that we are sorry. We will wear 
[20] and dress our animals in [20] to show God we are sorry. Our [21], our [22], and our [23] will all wear 
[20].” God saw that they were truly sorry and forgave them.

[1] got mad. [1] said, “God, those people were bad! Why did you forgive them?” God said, “[1], is it right 
for you to be angry?” But [1] just stomped off, pitched a tent, and sat in it. But the sun beat down and it 
was hot.

God made a [24] to give [1] some shade. [1] was happy about the [24]. But then God made a [25] which ate 
the [24]. [1] got really hot and said, “I am REALLY angry!” And God said to [1], “Is it right that you should 
be angry that the [25] ate the [24]? Shouldn’t I be worried about [2] and all the people who live there?” 

Wonder what [1] answered?

[1] PERSON’S NAME 

[2] CITY NAME

[3] TYPE of TRANSPORTATION 

[4] ANOTHER CITY/PLACE NAME

[5] WEATHER EVENT 

[6] FEELING

[7] ACTIVITY ending with ‘ing’

[8] TYPE of OUTDOOR PLACE

[9] LOUD NOISE  

[10] ANIMAL 

[11] NUMBER 

[12] PLURAL THING 

[13] BODY PART

[14] another PLACE

[15] LARGE NUMBER

[16] SMALL NUMBER  

[17] FOOD 

[18] another FOOD

[19] DRINK 

[20] PLURAL PIECE of  
   CLOTHING

[21] PLURAL ANIMAL

[22] another PLURAL ANIMAL

[23] third PLURAL ANIMAL 

[24] SOMETHING FOUND IN  
   NATURE 

[25] another ANIMAL
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YOUNGER YOUTH

Daily Quick Reference Guide

Scripture Passage: Jonah 4

Scripture Focus: Jonah 4:1–2a 
But this was very displeasing to Jonah, and he became angry. He prayed to the Lord and said, “O Lord! Is 
not this what I said while I was still in my own country?”

Theological Summary: God is teaching Jonah a lesson here but isn’t angry with Jonah for expressing anger 
and disappointment. God welcomes all our thoughts and emotions while also expecting us to be open to 
correction.

Today, campers will… 

• Acknowledge that difficult emotions—such as anger, grief, and anxiety—are normal.    

• Find the freedom to share their feelings with God.    

• Wrestle with their own expectations of God’s movement in the world.    

• Learn that prayer connects us with God even in the midst of difficult emotions.

DAILY ACTIVITIES
TITLE TYPE DESCRIPTION

Random Acts of Listening SERVE  Active listening activity

Goal, Interrupted PLAY  Game with fairness debrief

Say What? CREATE LEARN  Make phones out of tin cans

Hear Me Out  LEARN PRAY Letting our feelings out

Jonah Tag PLAY  Jonah-themed tag

Head to Head LEARN  Jonah debate

Let It Go PRAY  Sidewalk chalk wailing wall 

What Happens at Camp LEARN PLAY Live-action game of life

Prayer Practice: Call and Response

Leader Notes: Acknowledging anger and other emotions before God might be something campers haven’t 
felt comfortable with before. Give them lots of breaks to have fun and expend energy so they aren’t 
overwhelmed.

Prayer: Thank you, God, for our brains and our hearts. Thank you for our questions and our feelings, and 
for being a God who lets us freely express both.

Day 3: Longing to Be Heard 
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Daily Activity

Random Acts of Listening  SERVE

Why: Practice active listening as an act of service.

Supplies: None 

How: Most of your campers will be familiar with 
random acts of kindness, and this is a similar 
exercise. Toward the beginning of the day, ask the 
campers to commit one random act of listening 
today. They should stop and listen to someone 
about anything—a story, a prayer request, even a 
joke—and focus on really listening. Just remind 
them to respect confidentiality and not eavesdrop. 
As part of active listening, they should ask 
questions to better understand what’s being said, 
and make sure they could retell it if they were 
asked to. At the end of the day, talk with campers 
about how it felt to both set themselves aside and 
focus on listening to someone else, or how it felt 
to be listened to in an intentional way. See who 
can remember a story they heard or a joke, but 
don’t ask anyone to share someone else’s personal 
thoughts without permission.

BTW: You could also schedule this activity later 
in the day and pair campers up to facilitate the 
process, asking them to tell the story, prayer 
request, etc., back to the person who told them 
first to make sure they understood. Consider 
bringing them back together at the end of the day 
to check in and affirm with each other that they 
were heard.

Goal, Interrupted          PLAY

Why: Have fun while inviting conversation about 
how we respond to things we feel are unfair.

Supplies: Field markers

How: Use field markers to create a large square 
with the corners at least ten feet apart. Assign 
a few campers to the middle to be a team of 
“interrupters.” The remaining campers find 
places on one of the corners as “go-getters.” The 
go-getters have a simple task of moving to a 
different corner without being tagged. The game 
is played in rounds with all the go-getters moving 
at the same time. Once everyone has decided 

which corner they will be running to, they must 
announce it. Once announcements have been 
made, count to ten and say, “Go!” At this point 
the interrupters try to catch go-getters.  Anyone 
tagged must change roles. Any interrupter 
who fails to tag someone also switches teams.  
Debrief at the end of the game, asking how the 
interrupters chose someone to focus on, how it 
felt for go-getters to give away their plans, how it 
felt to be caught because they were forced to give 
away their plans, and what it was like to suddenly 
switch teams.

BTW: Turn this into a quick teambuilding/group 
challenge game by giving each team time to 
strategize before each round.

Say What?      CREATE LEARN

Why: Use an old communication-themed 
experiment to reflect on the idea of being heard.

Supplies: Aluminum cans or paper/plastic cups, 
string, nail, hammer

How: Punch a hole in the closed end of two 
empty cans (or cups). Connect them with a string, 
tying the knots inside the cans so they will remain 
connected when campers pull on the cans. Invite 
campers to speak into a can and complete this 
sentence, “I feel ____ when I _____.”  Make sure 
there is always someone listening on the other 
end. Experiment with how well campers can hear 
each other and what helps or makes it harder. 
Invite the campers to reflect on both the string 
phone experience and the use of “I statements” in 
communication. 

BTW: Have the entire age group make a network 
of tin can phones to cover as much of the camp as 
they can, while staff make one very long tin can 
phone covering the same area. Then compete to 
see whose network is better by playing a game of 
telephone with the phones. 

Hear Me Out  LEARN PRAY

Why: Help campers explore the complex emotions 
Jonah, and all of us, experience.

Supplies: Paper, pens

How: Read Jonah 4 as a group, then spend some 
time making sure everyone understands why 
Jonah is upset. You can use the story summary if 
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have 15 seconds to make a choice: they can be out 
of the game, or they can help God by becoming 
an “it.” At the end of the game, spend some time 
debriefing, especially the choice between being 
out or helping God. 

BTW: You could play this as a night game with 
different colored glow-in-the-dark bracelets to 
indicate each plight Jonah goes through. To 
simplify the game, don’t have Jonahs try to tag 
Ninevites but have them simply go to the shaded 
area. Consider expanding this to a total camp 
game played across your grounds. 

 

Head to Head  LEARN

Why: Help campers reflect on what is happening 
between Jonah and God and feel the emotions on 
both ends.

Supplies: Paper, pens, Bibles

How: Divide your group into two or more teams 
of three or four people and explain that they 
will represent either Jonah or God in a debate. 
Their goal is to convince the rest of the group 
that their argument is fairer. Read today’s passage 
through once as a group and then allow campers 
time to construct their arguments. After sharing 
their positions, and going back and forth a little, 
spend some time discussing the idea of arguing 
with God. Ask campers how they felt about Jonah 
expressing himself so openly to God. 

BTW: After reading the passage together you 
can have campers list the “arguments” made by 
both Jonah and God in the story, and then offer 
them the chance to debate a random silly issue at 
camp (should dessert be served at both lunch and 
dinner? should swim time be extended as a reward 
for cabin cleanup? etc.), focusing their arguments 
on whether something is fair.

Let It Go      PRAY

Why: Campers will experience expressing their 
emotions without fear of judgment.

Supplies: Sidewalk chalk and appropriate writing 
space

How: Designate a chalk-friendly spot at camp as 
your camp “wailing wall,” and leave a large supply 
of sidewalk chalk onsite. Explain the history of the 

needed or ask campers what they remember from 
Jonah’s story and help fill in the blanks. Ask the 
campers how they feel about Jonah’s outburst. 
Shift the focus to self-reflection and invite the 
campers to think of a time they were extremely 
emotional to the point of overflowing. Invite 
them to all shout out one sentence about the 
source of their strong emotions, all together, as 
loud as they can. Invite them to use an initial 
instead of a name if they are worried about 
hurting someone’s feelings. Debrief by explaining 
the difference between “getting our feelings out” 
and “being heard.” Divide campers into pairs and 
let them share thoughts with each other about 
what helps them feel heard by others, and then 
ask them to reflect on whether or not they feel 
heard by God. 

BTW: Consider adding a letter writing experience 
to the end of this activity, allowing campers to 
write out their strong emotions in a letter to 
God before burning the letters. As the smoke 
rises up, invite campers to imagine the smoke 
spreading out and carrying their thoughts to God, 
or spreading out and allowing the weight of the 
emotion to lift from their hearts. 

Jonah Tag      PLAY

Why: Campers connect to the fuller Jonah story 
through an elaborate tag game.

Supplies: Field markers, strips of cloth or 
bandanna

How: In advance, designate four corners of a 
playing field as “Nineveh,” “the sea,” “the belly 
of the whale,” and “shade.” Assign one camper 
as “it,” who will play the role of God. Assign 
20% of the campers as “Ninevites,” (designated 
with a strip of cloth or bandanna) and the rest 
as “Jonahs.” “It” starts the game by shouting, 
“Jonah, go to Nineveh.” Jonahs run away from 
God and avoid Ninevites. If a Ninevite tags a 
Jonah, then Jonah freezes for five seconds, making 
it easier for “it” to tag them. The first time a 
Jonah is tagged, they go to the sea corner for 15 
seconds. The second time, Jonahs go into the 
belly of the whale corner for 15 seconds. The third 
time, Jonahs change their goal and try to tag a 
Ninevite. If tagged, a Ninevite goes to the Nineveh 
corner for 15 seconds.  When a Jonah tags a 
Ninevite, they retreat to the shade corner and 
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wailing wall in Jerusalem using the site listed in 
Story Resources. Announce to campers where the 
camp’s wailing wall is located, and explain that 
any prayer, question, or lament is welcome and 
accepted. Let them know that counselors and/or 
other staff will visit the wall regularly throughout 
the day and will pray for each request. Be sure to 
coordinate with staff to make sure there is follow-
through on lifting up the campers’ prayers.

BTW: At the end of the day, ask campers if they 
feel their prayers have been heard. If they do, 
then allow them to clear the “wall” with hoses, 
buckets of water, or even water balloons, feeling 
the catharsis of washing the prayers away and the 
worries along with them. If they don’t, feel free to 
keep asking throughout the week, only washing 
the “wall” clean when they are ready.

What Happens at Camp      LEARN PLAY

Why: Campers can play with the idea of fair and 
unfair in a real way that is fun and active.

Supplies: Masking tape, a six-sided die (preferably 
large), construction paper, markers, paper, pens

How: This is basically a live-action version of the 
Game of Life. Set up a large “board” outside (or 
inside if it’s a rainy day). You can use masking 
tape, foam squares, play mats, or anything else 
to mark the squares on your board. Either have 
staff come up with the squares ahead of time, or 
ask campers to join in. Squares that have actions/
consequences in them should be things that can 
really happen at camp, without ”negative” squares 
being too negative. Some examples are “get out 
of cabin cleanup,” “earn one extra cookie at 
mealtime,” “clean up after crafts,” etc. Use your 
large die to roll numbers to see how far campers 
should move at each turn, and campers act as 
their own game pieces. Make sure there are lots of 
action squares, some with consequences and some 
that are just silly or for fun. Any consequences 
from the game should be played out for real at 
camp later in the day/week.

BTW: Writing expectations from group covenants 
or camp expectations could help reinforce group 
identity and strengthen community. 

 

Story Resources
Visiting Jerusalem, BBC Bitesize. https://www.

bbc.com/bitesize/clips/zqv8qty  This diary cam 
of a student’s trip to the wailing wall provides 
context for our sidewalk chalk wailing wall 
activity.

The Unlikely Chosen: A Graphic Novel Translation 
of the Biblical Books of Jonah, Esther, and 
Amos, by Earnest Graham and Shirley Smith 
Graham (Seabury Books, 2008). This graphic 
novelization deals with Jonah’s anger in a visual 
way that will resonate with younger youth 
campers.

“Can You Hear Me? The Longest Tin Can Phone 
Ever,” Isaac Ravishankara. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=WPnYLD2awFc  This fun YouTube 
video shows friends making a longer-than-you-
thought-possible tin can phone. Show it before 
the Say What? activity to give campers some 
inspiration and a quick tutorial.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/what-does-jerusalem-mean-to-jewish-people/z76d7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/what-does-jerusalem-mean-to-jewish-people/z76d7nb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPnYLD2awFc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPnYLD2awFc
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Story of Jonah

Jonah was a prophet, a messenger from God. Sadly, Jonah was not a very good prophet. When God 
sent him to the city of Nineveh, Jonah hopped on a boat that was going the wrong way. It was 
not an accident. Jonah didn’t like the people in Nineveh – he hated them. They had hurt Jonah’s 
people for so long and Jonah was not about to go there. 

As the boat sailed on, Jonah took a nap, tucked away deep in the hull of the ship. When a big 
storm came and rocked the boat and flooded the deck, Jonah just kept sleeping. Sailors woke 
him up and explained that the boat couldn’t take much more. Jonah told them the storm was 
his fault and told them to throw him overboard, which they did, and then a few strange things 
happened. First the storm stopped. Then the sailors, who were not Jewish, stopped to worship the 
Lord. Somehow the worst prophet had a powerful impact, even while avoiding his job. Finally, and 
maybe strangest of all, was the big fish that swallowed Jonah. 

Jonah went from asleep down in the ship to even deeper into the sea, riding in the belly of a big 
fish. Jonah had no idea where he was or where they were going. Jonah just knew he was scared. 
Jonah prayed to God, asking God to rescue him from this scary place. Jonah didn’t apologize for 
going the wrong way, or ignoring God, but simply prayed for rescue. 

God heard Jonah’s prayer but had not given up on sending Jonah to Nineveh. It seems the fish was 
in on the plan and had a great sense of direction. Jonah got spit up on the shore, covered in fish 
slime, right on the path to Nineveh. Jonah got the hint and gave up on running away. At the same 
time, he still didn’t want to help Nineveh, so Jonah did his best to sabotage the mission. Barely at 
the edge of the city, Jonah shouted, “God will punish you if you don’t change your ways!” 

This led to another series of amazing events. People heard Jonah and shared his message with 
others. They shared it with leaders, who shared the message with the king. The king believed the 
message and had a change of heart. He told everyone in Nineveh and all the kingdom around the 
great city to change their ways and focus on caring for others. Jonah did his best to do his worst, 
but God still worked. God changed the hearts of Nineveh. 

Less surprising was Jonah’s response – he was mad! Yes, he was a great success as a prophet and was 
mad about it. Jonah knew what was coming next. God forgave Nineveh. God forgave, but Jonah 
did not. Jonah still didn’t like them. They had been hurtful to his people for as long as anyone 
could remember. This one day did not change anything for Jonah, so he complained to God. 

Jonah complained so long, he got tired and needed a rest. God kept listening while Jonah kept 
dishing it out. God finally grew a bush up over Jonah to shade him from the sun. Jonah kept 
complaining. God had been listening a long time and decided it was time to shift the conversation. 
God sent a worm to eat the bottom of the bush, and the bush fell over. Jonah, of course, 
complained about losing the bush. Of course he did.

God asked Jonah, “You are complaining about the bush? I created it and you did nothing to help. 
Jonah sat and thought about it and still whined. God continued, “I created Nineveh too. They 
made mistakes but they are still part of my creation – my children. Should I do nothing to help 
them?” Jonah sat and thought about it. He sat, and sat, and sat as he thought. This is where our 
story ends, and we are left to wonder what Jonah did next.  
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OLDER YOUTH

Daily Quick Reference Guide

Scripture Passage: Jonah 4

Scripture Focus: Jonah 4:2 
He prayed to the Lord and said, “O Lord! Is not this what I said while I was still in my own country? That 
is why I fled to Tarshish at the beginning; for I knew that you are a gracious God and merciful, slow to 
anger, and abounding in steadfast love, and ready to relent from punishing.    

Theological Summary: God hears us no matter what emotion we are feeling, so campers are invited to 
personally own the feelings that they have towards God.

Today, campers will… 

• Acknowledge that difficult emotions, like anger, grief, and anxiety, are normal.                            

• Find the freedom to share their feelings with God.    

• Wrestle with their own expectations of God’s movement in the world.    

• Learn that prayer connects us with God even in the midst of difficult emotions.  

DAILY ACTIVITIES
TITLE TYPE DESCRIPTION

Whale to Nineveh PLAY    Fun with the Jonah story

God of Our Feelings LEARN  Exploring God and emotions

Storytelling Our Truth PLAY CREATE Emotions change the story

Ball of Emotion PRAY Physical manifestation of feelings

Emoji Face CREATE PRAY Diving deeper than the pixels

You’ve Got a Friend SERVE Gift of presence and listening

Five-Word Story LEARN Limited words storytelling

Belly of the Whale PLAY  Jonah-themed tag game

Prayer Practice: Call and Response

Leader Notes: This could bring up some difficult discussion about whether God really hears our prayers 
when we ask for things during hard circumstances. Be open to campers sharing their fears and doubts 
while encouraging them to continue to seek God. 

Prayer: Almighty God, thank you for always being there for us no matter what we are feeling. Help us to 
be able to communicate with you in all circumstances. In Jesus’ name we pray, Amen. 

Day 3: Longing to Be Heard 
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Daily Activities

Whale to Nineveh          PLAY

Why: Have some fun introducing the core tension 
from Jonah’s story while creating a safe space for 
deep activities that follow.

Supplies: none

How: Ask campers to stand in a circle and 
challenge them to keep their teeth covered at all 
times. If their teeth are seen then they leave the 
circle and become an observer, watching others 
for any teeth showing. Choose one camper to start 
the game by turning to the person to the right 
and saying, “The whale brought me to Nineveh.” 
This continues around the circle. Anytime the 
campers want to change the direction of the circle 
they can do so by screaming, “I don’t want to go 
this way!” but must still keep their teeth covered. 
This is a ridiculous activity aimed at creating a 
welcoming space for deeper activities that follow.

BTW: You can play multiple times by changing 
the phrase. Let campers come up with their own 
versions if they are in a creative mode.   

God of Our Feelings      LEARN

Why: Help campers understand that God can 
handle our emotions no matter what we are 
feeling. 

Supplies: Notecards, pencils

How: Pass out a notecard and pencil to each 
camper, asking them to not write anything on 
the card yet. Read Jonah 4 together. Remind the 
campers that Jonah was asked to visit people he 
did not like in hopes of getting them to change 
their wicked ways, and that Jonah is upset about 
God’s decision to not destroy the city of Nineveh 
when the people respond positively to Jonah’s 
message. Read the scripture again, then ask the 
campers to write down, in their own words, why 
Jonah is angry with God. Then ask them to flip 
their card over and try to name three reasons 
someone might be angry, sad, or disappointed 

with God. Collect and shuffle the notecards, then 
read several of the answers out loud. Ask the 
campers how they think God responds to each of 
the emotions that have been read out loud. After 
discussion, read some more of the cards and invite 
campers to pray for the feelings shared and give 
thanks that God hears all of our emotions, even 
those we often hide. If you have time, talk about 
how God responds to the prayers of others whom 
we struggle to love, and how we feel about their 
emotions. 

BTW: If your group wants to explore the text 
further, read the rest of Jonah together and discuss 
how God responds to Jonah’s outcry. Spend some 
time reflecting on God’s response and the lack of 
a clear ending, reminding us that the outcome of 
Jonah’s story is unwritten. Ask campers how they 
think Jonah responded to God, or how the story 
might have ended.

Storytelling Our Truth          PLAY CREATE

Why: Get campers to express the story of Jonah in 
a fun and engaging way.

Supplies: Bibles or a copy of Jonah 4 for each 
group

How: Split campers up into a few drama teams, 
giving each a Bible or a copy of Jonah 4. Have 
each group act out this story in a different 
emotion (angry, sad, fearful, bored). Give each 
group about 15 minutes to come up with their 
story and practice it. Make sure that everyone in 
the group participates in the story even if they 
don’t have a speaking role. Have each group 
perform for the others, then spend some time 
discussing the various emotions presented and 
how they changed the story. Ask the campers 
what was challenging about the activity and how 
it helped them understand the story in a different 
way.

BTW: Instead of acting out the story using 
emotions, you could do different film genres (e.g., 
action, comedy, Disney, drama, horror, etc.) and 
possibly make these a worship component or part 
of a talent show.
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Ball of Emotion              PRAY

Why: Give the campers the opportunity to share 
their emotions with God and see how much we 
often keep hidden or trapped inside.

Supplies: Small ball, tape, marker

How: Invite campers to write an emotion 
they have felt at camp but may not have fully 
expressed, on a piece of tape. This can be joy 
they held back because it was not an appropriate 
time (did not want to interrupt or overwhelm 
someone), or maybe sadness or frustration that 
did not seem appropriate to let out. Stick the 
strips of tape to the ball, covering it, and invite 
campers to add more representing other emotions 
they did not fully share. If you can, invite campers 
to take turns carrying the ball around for part of 
the day, putting it under the collar of their shirt, 
or under a pillow while resting. Spend some time 
talking about how the emotions we ball up are 
always with us and how they can impact our day. 
Campers can keep adding to the ball of emotion 
through the week. Maybe they held back anger in 
a game, or hid a hurt from someone’s critique. At 
the end of the week, look at the ball as a group 
and remind campers to share feelings with God 
when they get home, rather than handling so 
much on their own. 

BTW:  You could have a ball for different groups, 
or one big one for the full camp to contribute to. 
This could even be part of each worship service 
or evening devotions – adding more tape and 
emotional experiences to the ball.  

Emoji Face                 CREATE PRAY

Why: Take a few minutes for silliness and 
reflection on how we share emotions with others 
and with God.

Supplies: none

How: Ask campers to think about what expressions 
they have when they feel different emotions, then 
have them take turns showing their expressions 
for different emotions to the group. See how 
many the group can guess correctly. Some may 
look similar, such as happiness or joy. Let them 

keep guessing but wait for a correct guess rather 
than a synonym or similar feeling. Spend a few 
minutes talking about the limitations of using 
emojis to fully express what we feel and how we 
can be better understood by better expressing our 
feelings. Brainstorm what questions we might 
ask friends and family to better understand their 
feelings, beyond simple emojis, facial expressions, 
or short answers.

BTW: Campers might want to keep playing this 
through the day. You could even cut out a face 
hole in a poster, allowing campers to take pictures 
of their faces as various emojis. 

You’ve Got a Friend              SERVE

Why: Explore how other people support us in 
times of need, and where God is present.  

Supplies: none

How: Invite campers to share a story about 
helping a friend. Take note of examples that are 
physical actions and those that are more an act of 
presence or emotional support. Ask campers how 
they know when to help and when to just listen. 
Now invite the campers to reflect on where prayer 
might be a helpful tool for dealing with strong 
emotions or making difficult decisions. Brainstorm 
a list of situations that their peers regularly have 
to face that require important choices. This could 
include drinking, respecting curfew, studying, 
engaging in physical intimacy, or making career 
choices. As a group talk about which ones are 
most comfortable to pray about and which ones 
feel awkward as topics for prayer. Go through a 
few difficult ones imagining how prayer might 
change the outcome. If campers feel comfortable 
sharing a situation they are personally dealing 
with, you could invite them to share it and use 
the wisdom from this conversation as a guide to 
supporting them. Do not force any sharing.

BTW: Consider roleplaying prayer in some 
difficult social moments. Let campers take turns 
in twos or threes acting out scenarios. Examples 
might include responding to a bully, dealing with 
an angry parent, or a couple debating if they are 
ready to have sex. In each situation, the roleplay 
should include them praying about the choice. 
Keep in mind how powerful roleplaying can be.  
Watch for campers who may need to debrief.
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Five-Word Story          LEARN

Why: Help campers summarize what they have 
learned and get to the heart of the story.

Supplies: Bible, paper, pen

How: Divide the campers into groups of four 
and give each group a piece of paper, pen, and a 
Bible. Have them read Jonah 4:1–8, then try to 
summarize the story using only five words. When 
all groups are finished, have them share the words 
they have come up with to the larger group. 

BTW: Consider starting by having campers tell 
each other a story about their faith experience, 
then retell it with five words. Then do the same 
with Jonah’s story, and compare the types of 
words used.

Belly of the Whale         PLAY

Why: Have fun while diving deeper into the 
broader Jonah narrative.

Supplies: Pool noodle

How: Choose one camper to be the whale and 
give them the pool noodle. The whale must hold 
the pool noodle to their noses the whole time 
while tagging the campers. Give the rest of the 
campers five seconds to start running around. 
Then the whale can tag the campers with the pool 
noodle. If a camper is tagged, they go to a place 
in the middle of your game space called “the belly 
of the whale.” If a free player runs into the belly 
of the whale and yells “Are you there, God?” all 
campers reenter the game. The game continues 
until all campers have been captured or until one 
or two players remain. Then choose a new whale 
and play again. After playing, take a few minutes 
to discuss how it might feel to be God and know 
how people really feel compared with what they 
actually share, or how God feels when we ask, 
“Are you there, God?”

BTW: If you have more than one pool noodle you 
can have multiple whales, depending on the size 
of your group. To make this game go faster, you 
can eliminate the ability to escape the belly of the 
whale. 

Story Resources
Jonah: A Veggie Tales Movie (Big Idea, 2002). A 

creative interpretation of the Jonah story. 
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Story of Jonah
Jonah was a prophet, a messenger from God. Sadly, Jonah was not a very good prophet. When God 
sent him to the city of Nineveh, Jonah hopped on a boat that was going the wrong way. It was 
not an accident. Jonah didn’t like the people in Nineveh – he hated them. They had hurt Jonah’s 
people for so long and Jonah was not about to go there. 

As the boat sailed on, Jonah took a nap, tucked away deep in the hull of the ship. When a big 
storm came and rocked the boat and flooded the deck, Jonah just kept sleeping. Sailors woke 
him up and explained that the boat couldn’t take much more. Jonah told them the storm was 
his fault and told them to throw him overboard, which they did, and then a few strange things 
happened. First the storm stopped. Then the sailors, who were not Jewish, stopped to worship the 
Lord. Somehow the worst prophet had a powerful impact, even while avoiding his job. Finally, and 
maybe strangest of all, was the big fish that swallowed Jonah. 

Jonah went from asleep down in the ship to even deeper into the sea, riding in the belly of a big 
fish. Jonah had no idea where he was or where they were going. Jonah just knew he was scared. 
Jonah prayed to God, asking God to rescue him from this scary place. Jonah didn’t apologize for 
going the wrong way, or ignoring God, but simply prayed for rescue. 

God heard Jonah’s prayer but had not given up on sending Jonah to Nineveh. It seems the fish was 
in on the plan and had a great sense of direction. Jonah got spit up on the shore, covered in fish 
slime, right on the path to Nineveh. Jonah got the hint and gave up on running away. At the same 
time, he still didn’t want to help Nineveh, so Jonah did his best to sabotage the mission. Barely 
at the edge of the city, rather than the center, Jonah shouted, “God will punish you if you don’t 
change your ways!” 

This led to another series of amazing events. People heard Jonah and shared his message with 
others. They shared it with leaders, who shared the message with the king. The king believed the 
message and had a change of heart. He told everyone in Nineveh and all the kingdom around the 
great city to change their ways and focus on caring for others. Jonah did his best to do his worst, 
but God still worked. God changed the hearts of Nineveh. 

Less surprising was Jonah’s response – he was mad! Yes, he was a great success as a prophet and was 
mad about it. Jonah knew what was coming next. God forgave Nineveh. God forgave, but Jonah 
did not. Jonah still didn’t like them. They had been hurtful to his people for as long as anyone 
could remember. This one day did not change anything for Jonah, so he complained to God. 

Jonah complained so long he got tired and needed a rest. God kept listening while Jonah kept 
dishing it out. God finally grew a bush up over Jonah to shade him from the sun. Jonah kept 
complaining. God had been listening a long time and decided it was time to shift the conversation. 
God sent a worm to eat the bottom of the bush, and the bush fell over. Jonah, of course, 
complained about losing the bush. Of course he did.

God said to Jonah, “You are complaining about the bush? I created it and you did nothing to 
help." Jonah sat and thought about it and still whined. God continued, “I created Nineveh too. 
They made mistakes but they are still part of my creation – my children. Should I do nothing to 
help them?” Jonah sat and thought about it. He sat, and sat, and sat as he thought. This is where 
our story ends, and we are left to wonder what Jonah did next.  
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Daily Quick Reference Guide

Scripture Passage: Jonah 4

Scripture Focus: Jonah 4:1  
But this was very displeasing to Jonah, and he became angry.

Theological Summary: We want to know our feelings will be heard. God desires to hear and acknowledge 
our feelings, no matter what they are. God can handle all of our emotions, including sadness, anger, and 
frustration. No one expects us to be happy all the time.

Today, campers will…

• Acknowledge that difficult emotions—such as anger, grief, and anxiety—are normal.

• Find the freedom to share their feelings with God.

• Wrestle with their expectations of God’s movement in the world.

• Learn that prayer connects us with God even in the midst of difficult emotions.

DAILY ACTIVITIES
TITLE TYPE DESCRIPTION

Complaining Clover SERVE PLAY      Learning how to complain

Hide and Go Feel PLAY    Scavenger hunt for emotions

Feeling Fine LEARN  Being honest about feelings

Smart Art CREATE  Use color to identify emotions

Emoji Match PLAY LEARN  Identify emojis and name feelings

Prayer Beads PRAY Create a feelings prayer bracelet

Emotions Charade PLAY LEARN  Act out emotions

Pray for Jonah PRAY Practice praying for friends’ feelings

Prayer Practice: Call and Response

Leader Notes: Emotions can be tricky to navigate with this group of mixed ages. Adults have had years to 
learn to identify and act on emotions. It can be much harder for children. Hopefully, we can normalize the 
vast array of feelings common to campers and help them to understand that God made them to feel an 
array of emotions and none of them are unacceptable.

Prayer: God, thank you for giving us emotions and for listening to us when we are happy, sad, angry, and 
afraid. Help us to be happy when our friends are happy and a comforter when they are sad.

Day 3: Longing to Be Heard 
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Daily Activities

Complaining Clover      SERVE PLAY

Why: Campers will explore appropriate ways to 
complain and the value of problem solving.

Supplies: Complaining Clover handout (p. 162), 
green construction paper, basket, craft sticks, glue, 
strips of paper, pencils

How: Give each camper a clover to cut out 
and then glue to a craft stick. When they have 
finished creating their Complaining Clover, have 
each camper write complaints on strips of paper 
and throw them into a basket. When everyone 
has finished the clover project, have them sit in 
a circle. Let campers take turns “complaining” 
by raising their Complaining Clover over their 
head and either sharing a personal complaint or 
drawing and reading a complaint from the basket. 
Let other campers help brainstorm a solution to 
their complaint or offer kindness and support in 
the way of affirming words, such as, “I am sorry,” 
“That does sound unfair,” or “I understand why 
you feel this way.” Play until everyone has had 
the opportunity to complain and offer supportive 
listening. If adult and young campers are in the 
group together, be sure to let younger campers 
brainstorm solutions for older campers and keep 
this from becoming adults telling children what to 
do. 

BTW: Counselors could keep a Complaint 
Clover with them for the remainder of camp, 
and campers can only complain when they are 
holding the clover. This may help them to see 
the value of voicing a legitimate complaint and 
choosing an appropriate time to complain.

Hide and Go Feel       PLAY

Why: Campers will remember that to be 
emotionally healthy, they should see that each 
feeling we have is valuable. 

Supplies: Yellow, red, blue, green, and purple 
paper; scissors

How: Cut pieces from all colors of paper so there 
is one set of five colors for each pair of campers, 

then scatter them around a play space, hiding 
some under pebbles or leaves or whatever. You 
can make this as simple or as complicated as you 
like. Explain that each color represents a different 
feeling, or emotion, and that pairs of campers will 
be searching for a full set of five colors. Colors and 
emotions are: yellow-happy, red-angry, blue-sad, 
green-envy, purple-fear. Explain that this is a type 
of “hide and go seek,” but the only things hiding 
are the emotion colors. Camper pairs are to find 
a complete set, then return to the group space 
to talk about the experience. After everything is 
found, discuss how emotions are sometimes easily 
felt and other times hiding. Remind campers that 
it is okay to feel multiple emotions at the same 
time. See if they can come up with examples for 
times when emotions hide and times when they 
feel mixed emotions.

BTW: You could put emotion pieces in envelopes 
and place them at stations across the camp, 
turning this into an all-camp event, a larger hike, 
or an exploration activity.

Feeling Fine       LEARN

Why: Campers will learn to identify and safely 
express their feelings while also practicing kind 
ways of responding to others’ emotions.

Supplies: Bible

How: Ask campers to sit with a partner and ask 
the following questions: How are you? What 
is the funniest thing that has happened to you 
today? What is the most irritating thing that 
has happened to you today? After they have had 
some time, choose a few pairs to introduce their 
partner and share their answers to the questions. 
Discuss how many people said they were “Fine” 
or something similar when asked how they were, 
even if something really irritating or hilarious 
had happened recently. Ask the campers why 
they think that “fine” or “OK” are such common 
answers to this question.

Read Jonah 4, then ask the campers how they 
think Jonah was feeling. Spend some time 
discussing how honest Jonah was with God and 
how God responded. Ask the campers how we can 
practice being more honest with ourselves and 
with God about our feelings. 
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BTW: You could revisit this activity at meal 
times, having campers do a quick feeling check. 
Go around the table and ask each camper what 
emotion they are feeling right now. Use word 
association, asking them to give one-word 
descriptions of their feelings.

Smart Art       CREATE

Why: Campers will learn that emotions may take 
us by surprise, but we were created to feel a range 
of emotions and they are all good.

Supplies: White paper; yellow, green, red, blue, 
and purple markers; black crayons; a few large 
paper clips unfolded.

How: Give each camper a piece of paper. Explain 
that they are to use markers to cover the entire 
sheet with color, concentrating on the emotion 
they are feeling the most today. For example, if 
a camper is happy and excited, the color yellow 
should take up more of the paper than the other 
colors. If they are angry because they lost a game, 
then red will be the dominant color. All five 
colors should be represented on the page. Once 
the paper is full of color, have campers use a black 
crayon to completely cover all the colors. Then, 
using the paper clip, campers will draw a design 
or write a simple message that reminds them that 
their feelings are good and should be expressed. 
This could be a heart, flower, or stick person. 
They could also draw block letter words like good, 
right, safe, etc. Ideally, as the camper scratches 
the black with their paper clip, all the colors will 
show through the black, reminding campers that 
God created us to feel all these different emotions. 
While younger campers are making designs, older 
campers might discuss how to model emotional 
honesty, and how we know when to protect 
others and when to share.

BTW: Campers could do one large poster board 
together and write messages on it all week. This 
could be cut into pieces, with each camper taking 
home a portion. 

Emoji Match   PLAY LEARN

Why: Campers will learn to identify emotions 
using contemporary emojis.

Supplies: Emoji Match handout (p. 163), scissors

How: Print the Emoji Match handout and cut 
out the emojis, then place the individual emojis 
in a bag or jar to draw from. As you draw each 
one, ask adult campers to identify the emotion. 
Let younger campers give them clues, hints, or 
corrections as needed. There may be disagreement 
on the meaning of some emojis. When there is, 
spend a few minutes talking about the different 
uses or interpretations and how confusing 
emotions can be to understand. Ask the campers if 
they ever have emotions that don’t seem to match 
a situation, or if they have shared an emotion 
that felt inappropriate or even hurtful to someone 
else. Remind campers that sometimes we can later 
laugh at an event that seemed very sad at the 
time, or we can realize later that something wasn’t 
as funny as we thought. See if they can come up 
with examples for each.

BTW: This game could stay fun and silly or get 
into a more serious conversation. If it gets more 
serious, you may consider breaking into pairs for 
some storytelling and sharing about times when 
emotions were misunderstood or shared at an 
awkward time.

Prayer Beads       PRAY

Why: Campers will learn to identify and pray 
through the various emotions they may feel in a 
day.

Supplies: Yellow, green, blue, red, and purple 
beads for stringing; string; scissors

How: Give each camper one bead of each color 
and a length of string. Have campers string the 
beads in any order they prefer. Adult and child 
partners can work together to tie bracelets on each 
other’s wrist or ankle and help them snip extra 
string. Explain that each color represents a feeling: 
yellow-joy/happiness, red-anger/frustration, green-
envy/jealousy, blue-sadness/hopelessness, and 
purple-fear. Ask each camper to start with the 
bead closest to their thumb and work through 
each of the colors, holding each bead while they 
pray about the circumstances in their lives they 
associate with those feelings. For example, yellow 
might remind them of making new friends or 
getting a puppy.

Allow campers to move about so they have space 
and privacy as they pray. At the end ask the 
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following questions: Which color did you start 
with when stringing your beads? Why did you put 
them in the order you did? What did it feel like 
to pray about things that make you feel angry, 
jealous, or sad? How can you use this when you 
go home?

BTW: This could be a prayer practice used by adult 
and child campers together for the remaining 
mornings of camp, modeling a prayer practice 
they could continue to share at home.

Emotions Charades      PLAY LEARN

Why: Campers will have fun learning gestures that 
represent emotions.

Supplies: Strips of paper, pen

How: Write the following emotions on individual 
strips of paper: happy, sad, angry, confused, 
jealous, afraid, frustrated, tired. Make sure you 
have enough for everyone. You can add other 
simple emotions or double-up some on the list. 
Give each camper an emotion but ask them 
to keep it a secret. Campers will all repeat the 
same sentence, but use body language, facial 
expressions, and tone of voice to convey the 
emotion written on their piece of paper. Divide 
into pairs or small groups. Each camper will 
pretend to be Jonah responding to the bush that 
has grown over them, saying, “Can you believe 
I’m sitting under this bush?” Allow the pairs 
or groups to discuss how they know people are 
feeling something without being told, especially 
those they know well. Come back to share, as 
comfortable, with the big group to see what 
common observations campers have.

BTW: If you have time, you might go back 
through the emotions and ask campers which 
ones are easiest for them to share, which ones 
they feel pressured to hide, and which ones they 
struggle to hide when trying. 

Prayer for Jonah      PRAY

Why: Campers will learn to identify and pray for 
other people in need.

Supplies: Bible, paper, pen

How: Ask the campers what we call it when 
someone is talking to God or listening to God. 

Have someone read Jonah 4. Remind campers that 
this conversation is technically a prayer. Jonah 
is talking with and listening to God. Ask the 
campers if Jonah was right to feel angry and why. 
Ask campers to summarize God’s response. Do 
they agree with God? Ask them what advice they 
might have given to Jonah, if he was telling them 
about this experience with God. Write the advice 
they give on the paper. Have campers work with 
a partner to write a prayer they would offer for a 
friend who is angry about something. 

BTW: Adult campers may help the younger ones 
by giving an example of a time they prayed for 
someone who was angry at God, or a time they 
felt the prayers of others praying for them when 
they experienced a difficult situation. 

Story Resources
Inside Out (Pixar, 2015). This movie explains how 

emotions work together to help us understand 
the world around us. 

Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory 
(Paramount, 1971); Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory (Warner Bros., 2005). These movies 
show various emotions children and adults 
identify with and how it affects the community 
when we act out without consideration of 
others.

Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, 
Very Bad Day (Walt Disney Studios, 2014). 
Alexander has one heck of a bad day. Campers 
will be able to relate. Using critical thinking 
skills, they can compare and contrast the 
feelings that Alexander and Jonah exhibit on 
what they consider their worst day ever.

My Many Colored Days, by Dr. Seuss (Knopf 
Books,1996). This story gives color to emotions 
and feelings and explains that it is normal to 
feel a lot of different emotions on any given 
day and that all of them are good.

“30 Activities and Printables That Teach Emotions 
for Kids,” by Nicolette Roux.  https://www.
powerfulmothering.com/30-games-activities-and-
printables-to-teach-emotions-to-young-kids/.  A 
variety of activities aimed at helping children 
identify and express their feelings through 
color.

https://www.powerfulmothering.com/30-games-activities-and-printables-to-teach-emotions-to-young-kids/
https://www.powerfulmothering.com/30-games-activities-and-printables-to-teach-emotions-to-young-kids/
https://www.powerfulmothering.com/30-games-activities-and-printables-to-teach-emotions-to-young-kids/
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